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1. Introduction. In 1931 M.H.A. Newman [N] proved the following
result.
Theorem (Newman). If M is a connected topological manifold with metric
d, there exists a number 6=6(M, <£)>0, depending only upon M and d, such
that every finite group G acting effectively on M has at least one orbit of diameter
at least 6.
P.A. Smith [S] in 1941 proved a version of Newman's Theorem in terms
of coverings of M and Dress [D] in 1969 gave a simplified proof of Newman's
Theorem based on Newman's original approach and using a modern version
of local degree.
In another direction Cernavskii [C] in 1964 generalized Newman's Theorem to the setting of finite-to-one open mappings on manifolds. His techniques
were based upon those of Smith. Recently McAuley and Robinson [M-R]
and Deane Montgomery [MO] have expanded upon Cernavskii's results. In
fact McAuley and Robinson, using the techniques of Dress, have obtained
the following version of Cernavskii's result. [M-R, Theorem 3].
Theorem (Cernavskii-McAuley-Robinson). If M is a compact connected
topological manifold with metric d, there exists a number 6=6 (M, d)>0 such
that if Y is a metric space and f: M-* Y a continuous finite-to-one proper open
surjecίive mapping which is not a homeomorphism, then there is at least one y&Y
such that diamf~l(y)>6.
In [H-M] we gave estimates of the 6 in Newman's Theorem for Riemannian manifolds M in terms of convexity and curvature invariants of M.
In this note we apply the techniques of [H-M] to obtain estimates of 6 for
the Cernavskii-McAuley-Robinson result for the case where M is a Riemannian
manifold. In particular, if Sn is the standard unit sphere with standard metric,
we show £>τr/2, i.e. if /: SW-»Y is as above, there exists y^Y with diam
f~\y)>π/2.
We also obtain a cohomology version of Newman's Theorem
for compact orientable Riemannian manifolds which generalizes Theorem 3 of
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[H-M].
We wish to thank McAuley and Robinson for sending us [M-R] prior to
its publication.
2. Generalized Newman's theorem for Riemannian manifolds.
We shall call an open finite-to-one proper surjective map /: M—> Y, Y a metric
space, which is not a homeomorphism, a pseudo-submersion, and f~l (/(#)) an
orbit o f f a t x and denoted by Of(x).
Now let M be a connected Riemannian manifold with a metric induced
from the Riemannian metric of M. Assume that there exists at least one pseudo-submersion /: M-> Y. Define the Newman's diameter dτ(M) of M by
( for every pseudo-submersion/: M-»Y.
\
dτ(M) = sup \B
( there exists x^M such that diam Of(x)>6 >
Define the cardinality of f by Card /=max {card Of(x): x^M}. Suppose
there exists at least one pseudo-submersion /: M-> Y with Card f=p > 1 we
define the mod p Newman's diameter dp(M) as the supremum of the numbers
£>0 such that for every pseudo-submersion g: M-»Y with Card g=p, there
exists an orbit of diameter at least 8.
We call a subset S of a Riemannian manifold M convex if for every pair
of points in S there exists a unique distance measuring geodesic in S joining
them. For #eM, the radius of convexity of M at x, which we denote by rχy
is defined as the supremum of the radii of all convex embedded open balls
centered at x.
\
The following result is based upon Lemma 3 in [D] and appears as Theorem 2 in [M-R].
Proposition 2.1 (Dress-McAuley- Robinson). Let U be an open, connected,
n
relatively compact subset of R and f: U—> Y a pseudo-submersion. Then
D = Max{Min{\\x-y\\:y<=dU}:
< C = Max {diam Of(x):
Here \\x-y\\ is the euclidean norm.
It is well-known that the exponential map locally stretches distances for
manifolds of nonpositive curvature. In [H-M] the following analogous result
was obtained for manifolds of bounded curvature.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose K<b2, i>0, (respectively K<0) on a Riemannian
manifold M with distance function d. Let Br(z)={y: d(y^ %)<.r} be a convex
embedded ball centered at z in M. Suppose further that r<πb~lβ (respectively
0<r<oo when K<ϋ). For any x,y^Br(z), if .r^expΓ1^ and j ^expΓ1^, then
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φ, 3>)>(2/7r)p-j>|| (respectively d(x, y)>\\x-j>\\ when K<0).
is the euclίdean norm in the tangent space Mz.
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Here P-J>||

Using Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 and the techniques of [H-M] we are able
to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.3. Let
7 = sup rx .
*ejf

(1) IfK<Q, dτ(M) > F/2. In particular if f= + oo9 there exist point inverses
of arbitrarily large diameters.
(2) IfK<b\ and a=Mm{π/2b, f}, dτ(M)>2al(π+2).
Proof. Fix any z^M and let rz=ihe radius of convexity at z.
r>0 satisfying
r<(

"'

' ,7r&-V2}

For any

ΊίK<b\

and any ay ^<a<\^ suppose that
(H) diam Of(x)<(\—α)r, all x^M.
Define U—f~l\f(BΛr(z})\.
Clearly U is open. We claim U is connected.
Let 7 be a component of U. Now it is known [C], [MO] that V maps onto
f(U)=f(Bar(z)).
Hence, V intersects Of(z). But since
diam Of(z)<(l— ά)r<ar ,
Of(z) C BΛr(z}.

Furthermore by (H) ,

Let UA=exp71U. Then t/Λ is an open and connected subset of Rn=Mz.
It can be varified that
ί7Λ =

Consequently we can apply Proposition 2.1 to//\— /°exp2: £/Λ—* Y.

Now

c
The left-hand inclusion implies
D = Max{Min{p-j>|| j>e3C7Λ Λ e t/Λ} >ar

(Simply let 1 = 0)

Since jBr(s:) is a convex, embedded ball with r<πb~1/2 when AΓ<ί>2 (r<
when ^<0), we may apply Proposition 2.2. So
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C — Max{diam <

i

Max{diam Of(x)\xedU}

\πβ Max{diam Of(x)\x<=dU}
y)r

ifK<0

\-ά)πrβ

ΊfK^b2

if K<0
if.

by(fl).
By Proposition 2.1, D<,C.

Consequently

{-a)r
a

\-ά)πrβ

ifK<bz

or
fl/2

ifK<0

\πj(π+2)

ΊfK<b2

Consequently, (H) is false for

rl/2
So there exists an x<=M with diam Of(x)>r/2 ΊfK<0\ 2r/(π+2) ifK<b2.
It is possible to obtain a version of Theorem 2.3 in terms of injectίvity
radius. For a complete connected Riemannian manifold M define the injectivity radius t(M) by

ϊ(M) =
where C(Λ?) denotes the cut locus of x.
Theorem 2.4.
(1)
IfK<0,dτ(M)>ϊ(M)/2.
(2) // JΓ <ft2,M is compact and a= Min {τr/2ft, ί(M)/2} , rfr(M) > 2a/π .
3. Estimate of Newman's diameter dτ(Sn) and related topics. We
use the notion of degree of a map defined by Dress [D].
Let/: M*-+Y be a pseudo-submersion. The branch set Bf of f is defined
as Bf={x&M: f is not a local homeomorphism at x}. By [C] or [M-R],
n
M—f~\f(Bf)) is a dense open subset of M .
Lemma 3.1: Newman's Lemma (Dress [D], McAuley- Robinson [MR]). Let f: M-*Y be a pseudo-submersion, X a locally compact metric spate, g:
M-*X and j: Y-*X be a proper map such that g=j°f.
Let x^X be such that
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and y^j~l(x). If Card f~1(y)=ρ, then g is inessential at x for Zp\ that is, the
degree of g at x, d(g, x), is zero (with Zp as coefficients).
Theorem 3.2.
fold and f: Mn->Y
x^M—f~\f(Bf)).
If we denote φ(z) by
(1)

Let M be a compact connected oriented topological n-manibe a pseudo-submersion with Card Of(xQ)=p>l for some
Suppose φ: M-*S" is a map such that the degφ^pQ mod p.
z, then there exists x^M such that the following holds:
Σ

*<=o/c*)

z = cxinRn+l for some

= π if Card Of(x) = 2
> 2τr/3, and /Xoz = Z%oy, if Card Of(x) = 3 and

(2)

Of(x) = {x, y, 4 .
>τr-cos-1(l/(/)-l))>7r/2 if Card

for some z€=Of(x)y where /^_%oz denotes the angle between ox and oz, o£iRn+1
the origin, and Sn the standard unit sphere in Rn+l.
Proof.

(1) Suppose on the contrary, then 2 zΦO for all x in M.
zeo/ζ*)

Define a map g: Mn-*Sn by

*(*)=*so/C*)
Σ z / l *eo/c*)
Σ «l
Then for any z^Of(x), g(z)—g(x)
Hence g induces a map j: Y-+S* such
that g=j °f. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that g is inessential at g(x) for Zp.
On the other hand, by hypothesis there is a well defined homotopy H:
MX [0, IJ-^S" between φ and g defined by
H(X, t) = {tφ(x) + (l~t)g(x}} / \tφ(x) + (l-t)g(x)\

.

Hence, deg £>=deg g—d(g, g(χ)}—Q mod p. This is a contradiction.
(2) For any y, z^Of(x], sttθyz=^/_yoz. Let < , > be the standard inner
product in R**1. From (1) there exists an element x in M such that

for some c < 0 that is,
(**)

^φ

If Card/=2, it is easy to see from (**) that £—0, and θxz=π.
If Card/— 3, then cos 0^+cos 0χg==c—l. From (1) we have
\(l-c)x+z\*= \~y\2.
Hence cos^-:cos(9^-=(c-l)/2. That is, θxy=θxz>2π/3.
If Card f=p> 4,
there exists at least one z^Of(x) such that cosθxz< — l/(p—l)] that is, θxz>π
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Theorem 3.2 implies the following:
n

n

Corollary 3.3. (1) dl(S )=π> i.e., for any pseudo-submersion f: S ->Y
n
with Card /=2, there exists x^S such that f-\f(χ))={χ,
—x}.
n
(2)
dϊ(S )=2π/3.
τ
n
l
(3) (p-\}πlp>d p(S }>π-™s- (\l(p-l)}>πβ
if p>4.
τ
n
(4)
2πβ>d (S }>πβ.
Proof. In [K], the equivarίant diameter D(M) and modulo p equivariant
diameter Dp(M) have been defined. They are precisely defined by the pseudosubmeisions π: M-+MJG which are orbit maps of isometric actions of compact Lie groups G or G=Zp on M respectively. Hence D(M)>dτ(M) and
Dp(M)>dτp(M)
for some p. But D(S") = 2π/3 and Dp(Sn) = (p-l)π/p if
p>3 by [K]. Hence, the result follows from Theorem 3.2 by applying it to
the identity map Sn-+S".
REMARKS, (i) The statement (1) extends the following well known result:
For any non-trivial involution g of Sn, there exists x^Sn such that gx——x.
(ii) By using the arguments of Milnor in [MI] we can also show the following:
Let/: Mn-+Y and /: M-»Fbe pseudo-submersions with Card /= Card /— 2,
Bf=Bf=φ, where M is a compact connected oriented w-manifold and M a
mod 2 homology w-sphere. Suppose there exists a map φ: M-+M of odd
degree. Then there exists x in M such that φOf(x)=Of(φx).
Theorem 3.4. Let M be a compact connected n-dtmensional submanifold
of Rn+1, n>2, and let y^Rn+1—M be in a bounded component. Suppose f: M->
Y is a pseudo- submersion. Then there exists x^M such that
(1) // Card/=2, {Of(x), y} lies on a line in Rn+1.
(2) If Card /= 3, and Of(x) = {x, u, v} , then
/^_xyu — /^uyv = /_vyx = 2τr/3 .
n+1

In particular {Of(x), y} lies in a 2-plane in R .
(3) // Card f=p> 4, then Z.uyv>π— co^l(\l(p— l))>τr/2 for some uy VΪΞ
Of(x), and {Of(x\y{dRp-lΐ\M, for some (p~\}-ρlane Rp~l
ofRn+1(ifn>p—2)
passing through the origin.
Proof. Apply Theoiem 3.2 to the map φ: M->Sn defined by φ(x) =
(y — x ) ! \ \ y — x\\ because deg^— 4:1. The equality in (2) follows from Corollary
3.3 (2).
4.
sions

Cohomology version of Newman's theorem for pseudo-submer-

Let /: M—» Y be a pseudo-submersion.

A subset A of M is called satur-
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ated if A=Of(A), where Of(A)= U {Of(x): x<=A}, or equivalently A= f~l
(f(A)).
Let x^M—f~l(f(Bf)).
Then there exists an open neighborhood V
of x which is homeomorphic to Rn and /| V\ V-*f(V) is a homeomorphism.
Hence by excision we have
H.(Y, Y-f(X);

Zp)~H.(f(V),f(V)-f(s);

ZP}~ZP ,

where p= Card Of(x).
We shall say a pseudo-submersion /: M-^Y satisfies the (LOA) (local
orientable condition for A) if A is a closed saturated subset of M, B=f(A) is
closed in F and such that the inclusion ίB\ (F, B)-^(Y, Y—x) induces an isomorphism
ι>: #.(F, 5; Zp) -* tf.( Y, F-/(*); Zp)
for some x<=M—f-\f(Bf))y Card Of(x)=p.
The following result extends the cohomology version of Newman's Theorem for group actions [B], [S] due to Smith.
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a closed subspace of a compact oriented n-manifold
M such that Hn(M, A Zp) ^Zp. Let ΊJ be any open covering of M such that
ff"(tf(<U), K(V I A) Zp) -> H\M, A

Zp)

is surjective, where K^) denotes the nerve of the covering c(3. Then there does
not exist a pseudo-submersion f: M-+Y satisfying (LOA) and such that each orbit
of f is contained in some open set in °U.
Proof. Suppose the conclusion is false. Then there exists a pseudosubmersion /: M—> Y satisfying (LOA) and each orbit Of(x) is contained in a
saturated open set Vx which is contained in some member of c\3. Let Q^=
{f(Vx): xeV}. Then/-1^ is a refinement of <U. By [B, p. 154], /*: H\Yy
B\ Zp)-*Hn(M, A] Zp) is an epimorphism. But the Kronecker product induces a canonical epimorphism [G, p. 132]
α : Hn(M, A;ZP)^ Hn(M, A Z,)* = Uom(Hn(M, A Z,) Zt)
hence we have an isomorphism/*: Hn(M, A; Zp)-*Hn(Yy B\ Zp).
Let K=Of(x), and Oκ^Hn(My M—K\ Zp) be the fundamental class which
is the element such that for any z^K, the inclusion ig: (M, M— K)-*(M, M—
z) satisfies iz*(OK) = \z, the identity element of Hn(M, M—%\ Zp)^Zp (cf. [D]).
We have the following commutative diagram
= Hn(M\ Zp) ^ ---- -

,A

Zp)

Hn(M, M- z Zp) = Zp
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where all homomorphisms are induced by inclusions. Since kz* is an isomorphism for all % in K, there exists an element a in Hn(M, A Zp) such that i*(a)
— Oκ. Now we consider the following commutative diagram
Hn(M, A Zp)

&

> HΛ(Y, B; Zp)
ess iB*

Hn(M, M-K Zp)
By definition, d(f,f(x))=f*(OK)

- HΛ(Y, Y-f(x)'.

ί*
(cf. [D]).

Z

P)

It follows that

)=/***(«) = *W*
On the other hand, we can apply Lemma 3.1 to the map /, withf~jofy to obtain d(fy f(χ))=Q, where j is the identity map. This is an obvious contradiction and the proof of the theorem is complete.
Corollary 4.2. Let M be a compact connected oriented n-manifold, and
°U an open covering of M such that
(*) H«(\σ\\ Zp) = 0for any σ^K^) and any q>\.
Then there does not exist a pseudo-submersion f\ M-* Y such that
(1) *>: # n (Y; Zp)^Hn(Y, Y-χ Zp), where ix: Y-»(Y, Y-x) is inclusion, xεΞM-f-\f(Bf)),
Card Of(x)=p, and
(2) Each orbit off is contained in some member of V.
Proof.

The hypothesis (*) implies that

for all q>0 by Leray's Theorem [G-R, p. 189].
As an example, if M is a compact connected oriented Riemannian manifold,
and ^U consists of all open convex proper subsets of M, then the condition (*) of
Corollary 4.2 is satisfied.
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